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Using linear difference operators, closed form rational approximations are 
derived for hypergeometric functions of the form f”(z), p < q + I, complete with 
error terms. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We will use the following notation for gamma functions, hypergeometric 
functions and Meijer G-functions, respectively. If akr b,, ck are arbitrary 
complex parameters, S, I are complex variables and p, q, m, n are integers 
such that O,<pn,<q, O<n<p, we set 
T,(s + cp + t) = T(s + Ck + t), T(s + CQ + t) = T,(s + CQ + t), 
k-n+ I 
T(s + t) 
(sh = qs) 7 (3 + q&Jr = fi (s + Ck),, 
k=l 
qs + cg + t) = fi qs + Ck + t), (s + 'Q*j), = f, (s + Ck)[; 
k-1 k-l 
ktj kfj 
6;, (;; 1z)=&A? (ag-;: lz)= kgoeg; 
(?‘.I: (z I;;)=G:b” (z ) ;::::::;:), 
1 . T(b,-t)r(l -aa,+t)z’ =- 
hi 1 dt, (1.1) L Z-,(1 - b, + t) T,(a, - t) 
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where L is an upward oriented contour which separates the poles of 
T(b, - t) from those of L(l - uN + t), and which runs from -ice to sic0 
(L=L,)orbeginsandendsat+co(L=L+)or-co(L=L_). 
The basic functional relationships for the G-function are then 
If the poles of the integrand in (1. l), interior to L, are simple, then the G- 
function is a finite sum of hypergeometric functions, e.g., 
G ’ Eqn w 
ap (I) bQ 
p<q,orp=qandJwJ<l. 
For a more detailed discussion of hypergeometric functions and Meijer G- 
functions, see [ 1,2]. 
In [5], a linear scheme for rational approximation was introduced and, as 
an application, closed form rational approximations were developed for the 
Meijer G-functions, 
u+ co, larg uI< 7c(p+ 1 -q)/2, 
under mild restrictions on the parameters LT,,@~. In particular, with 
H,(u) = ,+,Fp 
--n,n+k--a+pQ 
--a+ 1 +a, 
> (1.4) 
'-' (-n)k+j(n + A)k+j(-a +PQ)k+j(aP)j (y/u)j 
' 
a (>O), ;1 integers, a + I <.p, (1.5) 
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it was shown in [S] that 
(1) F(u) = lim,,, K,(v)/H,(v), v (#O) fixed, larg ZJ ( < K, 
(2) as for the Pad& approximants to F(v), K,(u) and H,(v) satisfy the 
same homogeneous difference equation with respect to n, and 
(3) the error, F(v) - K,(u)/H,(v), can be represented by an easily 
analyzed, closed form expression. 
These results were derived by series manipulation of entire functions. 
In this paper, we derive similar results when 
(Iv1 > 1 ifp=q+ 1); 
(1.7) 
The results for p < q + 1 will follow from those for p = q + 1, while the 
results for p = q + 1 will be derived by manipulation of series with finite 
radii of convergence, and analytic continuation. Partial results for p < q + 1 
are contained in [2-41. As the case p = q + 1 is of central importance, we 
will subsequently refer to it as the central case, and will discuss, F(u) for this 
central case in more detail. 
It follows from the general theory of hypergeometric functions and Meijer 
G-functions that in the central case F(v) satisfies a linear differential 
equation Xjl= 0 of order p = q + 1, whose only singularities are the regular 
singular points at u = 0, - 1 and co. Thus, in a neighborhood of each of 
these singular points, F(v) has a local representation as a linear combination 
of an appropriate basis of ZJJ = 0. We take F(v) to be initially defined in 
Iv1 > 1 by the q+ ,F,(-l/v) in (1.7). The Meijer G-function in (1.6) then 
serves to analytically continue F(v) into 1 v 1 < 1. A local representation about 
u = 0 can be deduced from (1.2) and (1.3). Finally, it follows from the 
general theory of hypergeometric functions, Norlund [7], that F(v) has a 
local representation at v = e-‘” of the form 
Il+v-‘I< 1, 
arg(e’“v,) = arg(1 + v<‘) = 0, 
4 
U0 = 3 e-j”, c 1 R,(-1) = 1, (1.8) 
o= 2 pi- q+’ aj f an integer, 
j=l ITI 
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where R r(u) and R,(v) are analytic functions of u in 11 + u - ’ 1 < 1. Similar 
expansions involving log( 1 + u-r) exist when u is an integer. 
PROPOSITION. In the central case, p = q + 1, let F(u) be defined initially 
for lvl > 1 by (1.7), and analytically continued into 1 v I ,< 1 by (1.6). Also, let 
F(ve’*“) be F(v) analytically continued along a path which encloses v = 0, 
but not v = -1. Then 
F(ei”) = F(e-‘“), Reo>O, (1.9) 
where o is defined in (1.8). 
Proof: Consider the homotopic paths r and r’ in Fig. 1 connecting v 
and veizR. Let v = (1 + E) e-‘“, 0 < E < {, so that the points C and D 
coincide. As the initial branch of F(v) is single valued in IvJ > 1, F(v) takes 
on the same value at the points A and B. Representing F(v) for v near e-‘” 
by (1.8), we have for ~7 # an integer, 
rc-0) m,> E 
i 1 
D 
F((1 + e) e-‘“) = 
m,+,> l+c 
R,(-1 + cein) + R,(-1 + sein), 
F((l +E)eiv=r(;;ryQ) (s)“R,(-l +eei~)+R2(.-l +ee’“)* 
Q+l 
Letting E + 0 in these equations, we arrive at F(e’“) = F(e-‘“). A similar 
proof holds when u is a positive integer. m 
The following asymptotic estimates were established in [ 6 1. 
THEOREM 1. Let q + 1, a + 1 be positive integers, n, 1, a, (r = I,..., 
4+2 aqt2 = a), Pk (k = l,..., q) be complex numbers such that n is large, 
FIG. 1. v-plane, v at A, veizn at D. 
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lnl-++oo, argn=P(n-‘) as n + 00, and 1, ar, Pk be bounded with respect 
to n. Then 
G,(w) = r(n + l) @t&l 1-n--l,a+l-/3,,n+l qn+A) 4+2.0+2 
a-aot2 
= fi[n’w]‘(l + w)-~-“~ e-‘2”+‘“[ 1 + P((nw)-‘)I, nw+ co, 
(1.10) 
larg WI < 3n-E, 1 arg( 1 + w)l < 27~ - E, lw(l+w)l>e, 
cash 2< = I + 2w, 2r=a+++ + ak- ‘i’ (1 +q), 
he, r=1 
where E is a small positive number independent of n, and arg < = 0 for 
arg w = arg(1 + w) = 0. Also, if G,(veizz) is G,(v) analytically continued 
along a curve which encloses v = 0, but not v = -1, then with v = e-‘“, 




=q1/2+25+4 n+z (1 +(“(n-*>), 
(1.11) 
Moreover, if 
n * 00, n = positive integer. 
- 1 + /Ik - a, # a negative integer, k= l,..., q, r= l,..., q+2; 




r(n + 1) 





a-aa,+,,a+ 1 -Ph 
Q-a, + 2 + Ph) 
=T(l-&+Ph) 
[n2w]a-5k( 1 + @((n’w)-‘)}, (1.13) 
n2w -+ 03, largwl<2z--s, k = l,..., q. 
Remark 1. The asymptotic expansion of a suitably weighted linear 
combination of the Ln,Jw), say, L(w), can be deduced from (1.13) even 
when the parameter restrictions (1.12) are violated, provided suitable limits 
are taken. At worst, these limits introduce positive integer powers of 
log / n2w I into (1.13), and hence into the asymptotic expansion of L(w). 
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2. CENTRAL CASE,P= q+ 1 
THEOREM 2. Let q + 1, n + 1, a + 1, A + 1 be positive integers, a, 
(r= l,.,., q+2; aqiZ=a),/3, (k= l,..., q) be complex numbers such that 
a+A=an integer <q+ 1; 
- 1 + Pk, -1 - a + Pk f a negative integer, k = l,..., q; (2.1) 
-1 + ak, -a + ak # a negative integer, k = l,..., q + 1; 
and set H”(V) = q+*Fq+1 -n,n+A-a+& -a+ 1 +aa+, 
K”(V) = $ (-v)” K- n-k (+)k+j@ + A)k+j(-a + bQ)k+j(“Q+l)j 
’ k=a JTO 
Then for v fixed, 
(2.2) 
G=(v:largvl<~~,larg(l tv)(<n,v& [-l,O]}. 
Moreover, the convergence is uniform on closed subsets of 9. Finally, if 
A-l-2q+2Re cT4j-T’aj >--2Rep,, 
1 i 




then (2.2) is also valid for v = e*in. 
ProoJ As the initial branch of F(v) and the polynomials H,(v), K,(v) 
are single-valued in Iv1 > 1, it is suffkient to establish the theorem in the 
restricted region. 
Q+ =/v:--n<argv<n,--n<arg(l tv)<z,v6? [-LO]}, (2.4) 
and indicate the minor changes in the analysis for the region 3 - = GZ +, the 
complex conjugate of b . 0 + Also, in addition to the parameter restrictions 
(2.1) of the theorem, we will tentatively assume 
Pk - pi # an integer, kfj, k,j=l,..., q; 
a, - a, # an integer, r+j, r,j= 1 ,..., q + 1. 
(2.5) 
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Under these conditions, Theorems 3 and 4 analyze the asymptotic behaviour 
of H,(u) and K,(v), respectively, in B + as n -+ 00. Theorem 2 then follows 
directly. 1 
THEOREM 3. Under the conditions of Theorem 2 and (2.5), there exist 
numbers A,, A, and B,, k = I,..., q, such that 
r(-a-+ 1 + ao+,) T(s--a+&)r(l -s+a-/I,) 
r(-a + PO) T(s-at 1 +ao+JT(-sta-ao+,) 
= q7 B,T(s-a+p,)l(l-sta-~Pk)tA,eins 
kc, 
f AzePins, (2.6) 
and 
fJ,(v) = q+&+, ( 
-n,n+L-at& 
-a+ 1 tao+, I 1 
ve’” 
(I (2.7) 
= 2 B,L,,,(ve’“) t A, G,(vei2*) t A, G,(v), 
k=l 
where Gn(veiZn) is G,(v) analytically continued along a curve which encloses 
v = 0, but not v = -1 so that arg(1 + veiza) = arg(1 + v). In particular, 
B, = 
r(-a+ 1 taQ+,)r(Pk+ l-&)r(-/&t&tk) 
r(-a+Po)r~k-aa+I)r(-Pk+ 1 +“a+l) ’ 
k = l,..., q, 
eihA, = e-i2nTA2 = A, = Q-a + 1 t ao,,) 




For v E ~3 + as defined in (2.4), 
H,(v) - A, G,(veiZn), nv+ 03, 
r(-a t 1 +ao+l) 
2 fir(-a + PO) 
[n2vl’(l + v)pr-.w em+l)f, nv+ 00, (2.8) 
cash 25 = 1 + 2v, Rer>O, 
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where n, A satisfy the restrictions of Theorem 1. With the same notation, 
H,(-1) - A,,[e-““‘G,(e’“) + ei2XTG,(e-ir)], II’CO, 
C-1)” =(-a + 1 + %+d - 
r(1/2 + 22 + A) r(-a + PO) 
(n + A,2)4’+.” n+ co, (2.9) 
n a positive integer; Re(4r + 1) > Re(2a - 2Pk), k = l,..., q. 
Proof: The identity (2.6) is just a paraphrase of the partial fraction 
decomposition, y = ei2rs, 
Z-(-a + 1 + ao+ ,) n:!:(( y.- ei2”‘a-“r’) 
Q-a + Pa> ~;=,(,-,i2~(a-h)) 
e7 4y = 
k=L yBe 
i2n(a-bk) + cl Y + ‘0’ 
For Iv1 < 1, H,(v) has the Mellin-Barnes integral representation 
Substituting identity (2.6) into this representation and identifying the 
resulting integrals, we arrive at (2.7) for Iv/ < 1. By analytic continuation, 
(2.7) then holds for all v. In particular, setting v = ePiX in (2.7) gives the 
representation for H,(-1), 
H,,(--1) = \“’ B,L,,,(l) +Ao[e-i2”‘G,(ei”) + ei2XTG,(e~iz)]. 
kzl 
(2.10) 
Replacing the various functions in (2.7) and (2.10) by their asymptotic 
expansions as given in Theorem 1, and picking out the dominant terms of the 
resulting expressions, we arrive at (2.8) and (2.9). Note that the algebraic 
condition in (2.9) for 42 + II is the same as the algebraic condition (2.3). 
Also, note that < as defined in (1.10) is a function of w, i.e., < = r(w), and 
that for IwI < 1, 
<(weix) = -t(wemiz). 
By analytic continuation, this relation continues to hold for all w, and with 
w = ve’“, 
Re{t(ve”“)} < 0 < Re{t(v)}, IlEg+. I 
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Remark 2. Equations (2.7) and (2.8) remain true even when n is not a 
positive integer, although in that case H,(u) is not a polynomial, and (2.7) 
then serves to analytically continue H,(u) into 1 u 1 > 1. 
THEOREM 4. Under the conditions of Theorem 2 and (2.5), and with the 
notation of Theorems 2 and 3, 
K,(v) = + BkEk(V) 
kY1 Wk> r(l - Pk) 
L,,k(veir) + A, F(v) G,(uei2*) 
+ A,F(ve”“) G,(u), (2.11) 
Ek(V) = m,+ 1) 
where G,(veiZn), F(ve”“) are G,(v), F(v), respectively, analytically continued 
along a curve which encloses v = 0, but not L’ = - 1. For v E (i + 
K,(v) -A, F(v) G,(vei2z), nv-tco. (2.12) 
With the same notation as in Theorem 1, 
K,(-1) - F(-1)A,(ei2”‘G,(ei”) + ei2zTG,(e-i”)], n+ co, 
Re(4r + n) > Re(2a - 2/?J, k = l,..., q. 
Proof: It is sufficient to establish (2.11) for Iv1 < 1, as all the functions 
involved can be analytically continued into the region 1 v 1 > 1. In particular, 
(2.11) is valid for u = e-‘“. The asymptotic estimates then follow directly 
from Theorem 1. 
Let Z&/v) be defined by (1.5) and 
YkZkW). 
k=a 
Then for Iyl< 101, 
r(n + W&L, 
r(n + l)(aQt l)--o+, zk(y’u) 
lFaQ+lv a+l-Pa-k,l-n-A--k,n+l-k 
where L, the contour of integration in the integral definition of the 
G~$‘~~, t3(y/v) function, is of the form L + . When y = v, this contour L can 
be deformed successively into contours of the form L, and L _ . Evaluating 
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the final integral by the residue calculus, we obtain a result formally 
indicated by setting w = 1 in (1.2) and (1.3), i.e., 
(2.13) 
n 
- x u”G:::;:$,+, LPQ, --a+ 1 +aQ+l+k 
k=o "Qtl, -‘+PQ+kn+~+k,-n+k 
For ]u] < 1, let F,(v) and G,.,(v) be defined by 
q+l 4+2 
F(v) = y UV,(U), G,(u) = 1 d-G,.,(u). (2.14) 
r=l r=, 
Explicit expressions for the F,.(v) and G,,,(v) can be deduced using (1.3). In 
particular, a, + z = a, and 
r(u + 1 -PQ) G,,,+,(v)=T(a - aQ+l) Hn(u)J 
where H,(v) is defined in Theorem 3. Comparing the coefficients of vk in 
(2.13) with those in v”F,(v) G,,,(u), we see that when a + A is an integer 
<q+ 1, 
K,(u) = K,(% VI, (2.15) 
ZZ r(-a + 1 + aQ+ 1) “<- rvQ - a,> r(l - PQ + a,) u’F,(u) G,.,(v) 
r(-” + fiQ) - r=l rC-a,*:, +a,)Z(l +az:z-n,) ’ 
For more details, see [S, Theorem 41. 
Next, consider the identity 
r(-” + ’ + aQ+l) 
r(-a + b,) 
eir(s-f) T(t+a-s)T(l-f-uas) 
X 
r(r + bQ> r( 1 - f - PQ) 
r(t+ 1 +aQ+JT(-f-aQ+,)T(t)T(l-t) 
qs-u++Q)z-(l-S+u-~Q) 
-T(s-u)T(l -s+u)T(s-a+ 1 +aQil)T(-s+u+a,+,)\ 
= + Bkei”(s-t) r(t+&) r( l-f-,&) r(s-a+&.) r( 1-s+&,) 
k:l r(Pk> r(l - Pk) 
+ A, ein2s + A 2 e- i7r2t, (2.16) 
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where A r, A *, B, are defined in Theorem 3. To prove this identity, replace s 
by t + a in (2.6) and subtract this expression from (2.6). After some 
manipulation, one arrives at (2.16). Note that s = t + a is only an apparent 
singularity of (2.16). Let IyI < 1, and F+ be an s contour of the form L + , 
which separates the poles of f(--s + a - a, +J from those of T(s $ n + A) 
T(s - a + /IQ). Then multiplying (2.16) by 
1 q-s + a - LTQ +*>(n + A>, - 
27ri T(--s+u+ I-/3c)(n+ l)_, ” 
and integrating the resulting identity with respect o s over 4”, , we obtain the 
identity 
IFa+ l+aa+,)~(t+~a)~(l-t-/?p)e-inr 
q-a+/$#-(t+ 1 +aa+,)f(-t-aQ+,)f(t)r(l -t) 
qt1 
X x:,=, (yei*)a-n rW+a,)r(l -t+a,>G,,,(y) 
+ ~(-U+l+a~+,)f(u-a~+,)~(t+u)f(l -t- > Q-a + &I) w + a - I&> 
i 
m+&>r(l -t-&J 
x qt+ 1 +aa+Jr(-t-aat,)r(t)r(l -t) 
f(-a +&VU + a -Pp> - 
~(l-~ta,+,)T(u-aQ+,)T(-u)~(l +a) I 
Qt + Pk) ‘tl - t - Pk) L,* k(yein) 
‘@k) f( 1 - Pk) ’ 
t A, G&e”“) + A2e-i2ntGn(y). (2.17) 
Note that t = -a is only an apparent singularity of (2.17). Let 1~11 < 1, and 
.Z be a t contour of the form L _ , which separates the poles of f(t t aQ + ,) 
from those of f(-t) f(-t + 1 -PO). Then multiplying (2.17) by 
and integrating the resulting identity with respect o t over ip- , we obtain the 
identity, a = an integer > 0, 
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4 7 BkEk(V) = 
k&l mTk)r(l -Pk) 
k,,(~e'") + A ,f-(u) G,( yei2") t A,F(uei2") G,(y). 
(2.18) 
Equation (2.11) then follows from (2.15) and (2.18) with y = U. 1 
Remark 3. If (i) is replaced by (4) in (2.7), (2.8), (2.11) and (2.12), 
one obtains results valid in LW. The tentative assumptions (2.5) can be 
relaxed completely by taking limits in (2.7), (2.10) and (2.1 I), and noticing 
that since this limit process introduces, at worst, positive integer powers of 
log In*01 into the Ln,Juein) terms, the terms in (2.8), (2.9) and (2.12) are 
still dominant. 




m+1,m+p, I 1 z ’ 
p<q+l (IzIG 1 ifp=q+ 1). 
Thus, for m sufficiently large, the restrictions (2.3) are satisfied. 
The rate of convergence in (2.2) can be characterized as follows. 
THEOREM 5. Under the conditions of Theorem 2, and (2.5), and with the 
notation of Theorems 14, we have 





which reduces for v = e-‘” to 
S,(-1)= 5 B, F(-l)- 
E,(e -in) 
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For n large, 
S,(V) -H,(v) 2 fi(l + u)~+“* e-(2”+n)C 
-‘“““I-(-p, + p,*“> 
X -+ [rcO,>Ql -PdFtv) -Ektv)I “rtpp 
k:l k 
+ 1 + aQ+2) [n*~l~-~-~~, 
nv-+co,vEC2++; (2.2 1) 
s,(-1) - ff,(-1)(-l)“+” f(; + 27 + A) 
,2~-4r~.1&2~3~ 




n++ co, Re(4t + A) > Re(2a - 2Pk), k = l,..., q. (2.22) 
For 1~11 > 1, larg vi< rr, 
S,(v) = + va-‘F:(v) Mn,k(v) + 
T(a+ 1 -P > 
k=l 
Q F(u) G,(v), (2.23) 
fta-aQ+l) 




q+2 qt1 2n+~+l,n+~+a+l-PQ I-) v ’ 
r@k-aQ+z)(n +‘h-& 





F*(v) = (-l)q+=(aQ,l)l-a r@k -P,*“> 
k 
r(2 - bk>doQ)-a r@k - OIQt I) 
X 
Proof. If in the definition of S,(v), one substitutes for H,(u) and K,(v) 
the representations (2.7) and (2.11) developed in Theorems 3 and 4, one 
obtains an expansion for S,(v) which agrees with (2.19) in the L,,k(veis) and 
G,(vei2”) terms, but whose G,(v) coefficient is A,[F(v) - F(uei2z)]. If 
Rea>O and v=ePin, it was shown in (1.9) that F(e’“) = F(e-‘“), so that 
this G,(u) coefficient is zero, and the resulting expansion for S,(eCiT) 
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reduces to (2.20). More generally, we proceed as follows. From (2.6) it 
follows that 
(-lYT(-a+ 1 +aQ+*)z-(S+&)r(l -s-Pa) 
Pa+P&-(S+ 1 +Q+,)Ps--(TQ+,) 
Multiplying this identity by 
’ 
27ri 
r(-s)r(s + aQ+l) (Uein)-s 
m +PlJ 
and integrating the resulting identity with respect to s over LK , an s contour 
of the form L _ which has no poles of T(-s) r( 1 - s -PO) in its interior, we 




which can be solved for A,F(ue”“). Substituting this expression for 
A,F(ue’*“) into the above, derived expansion for S,(v), one obtains (2.19). 
The asymptotic relations (2.21) and (2.22) follow directly from Theorems 1 
and 3. 
For / u 1 > 1, it follows from (1.3) that G,(u) has the representation quoted 
in the theorem, that 
L,,k(uein) = (-1)” r(j?,) r( 1 - p,) G,(u) + (ueix)a-bk Mn.k(L’), 
and that 
E/c(U) 
F‘(v) - l-(/3,) q 1 - /Ik) 
= (-1)“‘” r(-a +/jp)rGljk-aQ+l)r(l -Pk+ ap+l)(uein)-‘+4r 
‘(b+’ +aa+I>rGok-Pa*k)r(l-Bk+Pa) 
Fk* (~>a 
Substituting these expressions into (2.19), we obtain, after some cancellation 
the result 
S,(u) = i d- ‘F;(U) Mn,k(~) 
k= I 
+ A, +A,+ (-1)” i B,T(,d,)r(l -,8,) F(v)G,(u). 
k=l I 
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The constant coefticient of F(v) G,( v in this expansion can be deduced in ) 
closed form from (2.25) with s = -a. This leads to (2.23). 1 
Remark 5. An alternate interpretation of Theorems 3, 4 and 5 is the 
following. Let M,(y) be the linear difference operator of order 4 + 2, 
qt1 
A”(Y) = @n(A - 4 - ‘> O) n gn(A - 4 - 1 +j, aj) 
j=l 
- yn(n + I - q - 2) 8-l fi gn(k - q + j, pj), 
j= I 
where nJ= r Pi = P, P, . . . P,, 8-j is the shift operator on n, i.e., +?jy,, = 
Yn-j, and 
,(~~)=(n+~-l)(n+~)go_n(n+~-l-~)g-l 
n 9 2n+I--1 2n+L--1 . 
From the simple computation 
it follows that 
Jn+kNs+~(s~a+p) 
(n + 1)-s-, Q , . (2.26) 
The standard Mellin-Barnes integral representations for the functions 
L, Jvein) (k = l,..., q), G,(v) and Gn(veiZn) with s as the integration 
variable, contain the function (n + L)J(n + l)), as a kernel. Using (2.26), it 
can be shown that An(v) annihilates these integrals. 
Thus, the functions 
9 = {L,Jvein) (k = l,..., q), G,(v), G,(vei2”)}, 
where Gn(veizn) is G,(v) analytically continued along a contour which 
encloses v = 0 but not v = -1, satisfy the linear difference quation of order 
4 + 2, 
%,(v>l Y,(V)1 = 0. (2.27) 
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In fact, Theorem 1 shows that as functions of n, 9 is a linearly independent 
set, and hence that 9 is a global basis of (2.27). In particular, Theorems 3 
and 4 then imply that the polynomials H,(v) and K,(Y) also satisfy (2.27). 
It can also be shown, that for IuI < 1 the functions 
.APO = {G,,,(v) (r = l,..., q + 2) as defined in (2.14)) 
form a local basis of (2.27), while for 1 v 1 > 1 the functions 
%grn = {G,(u), G,,(oe i2n), Mn,k(~) (k = I,..., q) as defined in (2.24)) 
form a local basis of (2.27). Theorem 5 is then seen to be just representing 
the solution S,(V) of (2.27) in terms of the bases 9 and 9m. 
Remark 6. Some insight into the best choice of A can be deduced from 
(2.22), which can be rewritten in the form 
SPA-1 > 
HA-11 
= @(n-y, n+ alo, 
where the constant o is independent of I and the parameter a. Hence, the 
bound for S,(-l)/H,(-1) is smallest when A is largest. In view of the con- 
ditions 
a+L<q+l, 0 <a, 
this means that one should take a = 0, A= q + l-at least at u = -1, the 
point of “worst” convergence. 
3. GENERAL CASE, p<q+ 1 
Our main result is the following. 
THEOREM 6. Let p + 1, q + 1, n + 1, a + 1, ,I + 1 be positive integers, a,. 
(r = l,...,p + 1; alp+ 1 = a), /IIk (k = l,..., q) be complex numbers uch that 
a+A=aninteger<q+l; 
-1 +Pk, a -Pk, -1 - a + Pk # a negative integer, k = l,..., q; 
Pk--Pi#an integer, k#j, k,j= l,..., q; 
-1 + ak, -a + ak # a negative integer, k = I,..., p, 
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and set 
-n,n+L-a+& --v 
-a+ 1 +a, I 1 
3 
Kpyu) = i (-u)” c 
n-k (-n)k+j(n + A)k+j(-a + PQ)k+j(aP)i 
k=a j=. (-a + 1 + ap)k+j(k +j)!@Q)jj! ’ 
Thenfirp<q+ 1 (IV > 1 ifp=q + l), 
x r(n+ l)~(n+L+a-a,)[(-l)q--p+’ 




p+lFq+l 2n+A+ l,n+k+a+ l-p0 
(-1)9-P 
I 1 u 
+ + (ap)l-a r(-a +Pk) (-‘>‘-’ 
ke, (p,)-, r(2 -bk) vzk - Pk) 
x F 
19-bk+ 1 +“P 
p+l qt1 
-&+2,-,&f 1 +pQ 
x F 
lypk-aTpk-ap 
pi2 q+2 ,+n+l-a,pk+l-n-;l-a,Pk+‘-PQ 
(3.1) 
ProoJ If p = q + 1, (3.1) reduces to (2.23) in Theorem 5. The other 
cases are confluent limiting forms of this p =q + 1 case. To see this, let 
u=aq+l. Then 
lim Hz+ “q(ou) = Hz-q(u), lim Kz+ ‘*q(ou) = Kz*q(u), 
o-m 0’00 
lim Sz+ ‘~“(a~) = Si’q(u), 
o-+00 
which is the p = q case. After q --p + 1 such limits, one arrives at the 
general statement of the theorem. I 
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Remark 7. Preliminary computations indicate that for u (#0) fixed, 
Hp.q+) - cn + ‘>,(-a +PQ)n unebl*“, n + co; (3.2) 
n (-a + 1 + ap), 
n+k,n+L+a-a, 
2n+A+ 1,n+k+a+ 1-,3Q 
- ebl*c, n-, oo; (3.3) 
(n + %l3k 
(n + l)Ln+& p+2Fqt2 
LBk-ay&-ap 
P,+n+l-a,B,+l-n-~-a,Pk+‘-Pa 
- n20-20k 3 n-a; (3.4) 
P G41 b=l ifp=q, b=O ifp<q, 
which would imply 
(3.5) 
Rigorous derivation of (3.2k(3.4) would then establish (3.5). 
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